A microfluidic platform for high-purity separating circulating tumor cells at the single-cell level.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are rare cancer cells that are shed from the tumors into the peripheral blood and are instrumental in distant metastasis. Early detection of CTCs can therefore improve prognoses and help design patient-specific treatment regimen. However, the current CTC isolation techniques have poor efficacy and selectivity, owing to the rarity and heterogeneity of the CTCs. We designed a microchip for integrated single-cell isolation of CTCs - based on cell size and immuno-phenotype - and analysis. Each isolation unit consisted of a trap channel, a bypass channel, and a release channel. The larger cells were preferentially captured at the trap channels and flushed out selectively via release microvalves according to their immuno-phenotype. The average recovery rate and purity of lung cancer cells isolated from a spiked WBC population were respectively 92.5% and 94% using the microchip, which were significantly higher compared to that obtained using anti-CD45 magnetic beads. In addition, the isolated cancer cells were analyzed on chip for the surface markers of epithelial mesenchymal transition. Taken together, the integrated microchip is a promising tool for the isolation and analysis of CTCs in the clinical setting.